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comitFS has partnered with high-speed data migration specialist Reciprocal Group to bring to market an end to end compliance assured 
process for the migration of voice recordings currently archived to end of life EMC Centera storage Architecture.

With EMC Centera reaching end of life status, both regulatory and retention requirements are forcing organisations with voice data 
archived to EMC Centera, to undertake the difficult task of relocating these datasets to new archive infrastructures. More and more, these 
organisations are becoming aware that this process is not entirely straightforward. As voice recording platforms contain multiple internal file 
references to the archive location of the voice file, it’s not a simple lift and shift operation. To achieve successful results in compliance 
sensitive data migrations requires deep expertise in the underlying voice recording software which comitFS brings to the partnership.

With end point storage options ranging from Hitachi Content Platform and many other NAS/SAN manufacturers to cloud 
archive solutions such as, Amazon S3, the service provided by comitFS allows organisations to remove voice recording data archives from 
legacy storage platforms and deploy these historical voice data archives with a more cost effective and supportable solution.

Data Migration Process

Solution
Built for Enterprise
• Enterprise proven and extremely fast migration methodology
• Scalable architecture to meet petabyte size migration requirements
• Fully audited end to end migration process with built in reporting 

methodology for complete compliance assurance
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Align Your Storage Strategy
• Multiple endpoint storage architectures supported
• Keep your data on premises or move to cloud storage solutions and 

pricing models
• Decommission your end of life EMC Centera Architecture

Problem
Many organisations are wary of migrating voice recording 
datasets due to the array of challenges involved, including:

• Maintaining Historical Retention
• Evidencing Chain of Custody
• Changing storage protocols
• Data on legal / litigation hold
• Custom Naming Conventions and Metadata Formats
• In-House Built Applications

comitFS CAS server is responsible for 
updating database references from the 

source EMC to the target HCP
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